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Sicily, the largest of the Mediterranean islands is blessed with an extraordinarily 

varied and beautiful landscape. The terrain includes several high mountain ranges 

which lie inland from the northern coastline, including the striking dome of Mount 

Etna, the highest active volcano in Europe. Steppe-like plains and plateau 

predominate in the central and southern parts of the country, where agricultural fields 

are dissected by deep limestone gorges. Positioned like a stepping stone between 

North Africa and Italy, Sicily is well known as a flyway for springtime migrant birds 

which stream north into Europe. The island’s resident species offer much interest as 

well including one true endemic – Sicilian Rock Partridge, and the very distinctive 

Sicilian form of Long-tailed Tit, which has recently been suggested as a future 

species in its own right. A rich cultural history spanning both the ancient Greeks and 

the Romans has seen various rulers of the island leave their architectural marks. In 

addition to all of this, the traditional local cuisine and excellent wines made Sicily an 

obvious choice for Birding Abroad’s inaugural “Tilted Wine Glass” tour, the aim being 

to combine some excellent birding with relaxation and culture to produce a tour 

which encapsulates the best this wonderful island has to offer. This was Birding 

Abroad’s second visit to Sicily (the first being in 2013) and it was testimony to the 

enjoyment of that first tour that three of the group were with us again for the 2017 

visit. The group comprised: Denis and Dorothy Jackson, Martin Limbert, Gill Reid, 

Richard Sprakes and Cathy Wickenden, with Lance and Nick as the Birding Abroad 

leaders.  

  



Friday 7 April - Our EasyJet flight to Catania arrived just before midday. After the 

usual time lapse to secure the hire car vehicles, we were soon on our way, 

journeying westwards through the centre of the island, where swathes of colourful 

wild flowers such as asphodels and Giant Fennel decorated the roadsides. Birds 

noted enroute included Black Kite, several Eurasian Buzzards, both Little and Great 

White Egrets, many Spotless Starlings and a few Corn Buntings. After a brief lunch 

stop, we explored two areas where the steppe-like habitat yielded nice views of 

Eastern Subalpine Warbler, a confiding pair of Spectacled Warblers, Crested Larks, 

Cirl Bunting and best of all a small colony of Lesser Kestrels, with 15 or so of these 

lovely falcons giving great views to all.  

 

By late afternoon we set off again, onwards to our ‘agriturismo’ accommodation in 

the Madonie Mountains.   

 

Cirl Bunting – a frequent songster in the mountains 



Firecrest and Serins were singing loudly in the garden as we unloaded the vehicles.  

As the sun went down, a lovely evening meal allowed us to unwind and discuss the 

following day’s plans.   

Saturday 8 April – We were up for breakfast at 8 am and on the road an hour later, 

heading high into the local mountains. The weather was warm and sunny all day, 

affording fine views across the spectacular landscape.  

 

Many hundreds of Common Swifts were already back at their breeding haunts in the 

mountain villages whilst some un-melted snow still lay at the roadside on the highest 

passes.  The ski-season had finished a few weeks previously (yes you can ski in 

Sicily!) so the mountain roads were largely deserted. Woodlarks were in fine song, 

appearing to be everywhere and terrific views were obtained of both Spectacled and 

Eastern Subalpine Warblers. Our main quest however was the elusive Sicilian Rock 

Partridge and after some patient searching two were eventually seen, a pair being 

flushed from the roadside but unfortunately taking cover behind some crags and 

remaining stubbornly hidden from further view.  Two Little Owls sat out on nearby 

rocks and a Hoopoe and several Cirl Buntings showed well.  

Next on the schedule was a pleasant short walk through mixed montane woodland 

during which we enjoyed close views of several Short-toed Treecreepers and 

Firecrests, groups of Rock Sparrows (totalling a memorable 60 for the day) and 

Eurasian Nuthatches. Overhead Alpine Swifts were picked out amongst a huge 

migration of Common Swifts that took place during the morning.  We then moved 

deeper into the Madonie range and paused for a breather over a picnic lunch in an 

alpine glade. Several Red-billed Choughs, Hooded Crows, Common Ravens and a 

fine male Rock Bunting were in attendance. The latter proved to be relatively 

common during the remainder of our stay in the mountains.  Our afternoon stroll took 



us first to a spectacular look-out point with panoramic views as far as the north 

Sicilian coast and the distant Aeolian Islands, their distinctive volcanic profiles rising 

imposingly from the glistening Tyrrhenian Sea.  The remote countryside below us 

stretched to the coast and was dotted with timeless quaint villages. All around us 

wildflowers adorned the hillsides. Then the cry went up, “Golden Eagle!” and there 

below us was an adult bird gliding above woodland which dominated the gorge 

below.  A few Crag Martins then showed well before we decided to head back to the 

vehicles, where we noted the second of our key target species for the day - a pair of 

the Sicilian form of the Long-tailed Tit. With a mainly pale head and distinctive brown 

‘smudgy’ line through the eye, the birds did indeed look very different from other 

European forms. Fingers crossed that a split will be declared!  Our lovely day in the 

Madonie also produced great views of a female Wild Boar with four ‘piglets’ and over 

100 Fallow Deer, pleasing sightings for the mammal lovers, as well as a wide variety 

of butterflies including Italian Festoon, Orange Tip and Clouded Yellow.  With the 

endemic Sicilian Rock Partridge and the potential full species of Sicilian Long-tailed 

Tit firmly on our lists, we made our way back to our accommodation where we 

enjoyed another sumptuous evening meal and glass or two of local wine.    

  

Sunday April 9 – We were up at 8 am for breakfast before loading the vehicles and 

saying farewell to our friendly hosts. We found it impossible to resist another 

exploration of the hotel grounds, resplendent in the lovely warm and sunny weather. 

A stunning male Collared Flycatcher was the clear highlight before it was time to 

make the winding descent to the motorway and travel east to Syracuse, a journey of 

some two hours on a motorway held aloft for many miles by huge concrete stilts. 

Spotless Starlings and Jackdaws displayed on a succession of massive road 

bridges. En route we noted our only Italian Hare (Lepus corsicanus), sadly though a 

‘road kill’ on this occasion – which occurs only in central and southern Italy and on 

Corsica (where it is now very rare). We checked in to a charming hotel located in a 

rural hinterland south of Syracuse. The hotel was surrounded by lovely gardens that 

      Wild boar                                                    Italian Festoon 



we hoped would prove attractive to migrant and resident birds, and first indications 

looked promising as a group of seven Black-crowned Night-herons appeared 

overhead descending to roost.   

Embracing the cultural aspects of our “Tilted Wine Glass” styled tour, we then visited 

the Archaeological Park at Syracuse. Here we enjoyed a stroll around the impressive 

ancient Greek amphitheatre, which scholars believe was carved into the underlying 

limestone rock around the fifth century BC and which hosted the greatest plays and 

performances of its time. Later modified by the Romans, the theatre then hosted 

gladiatorial battles and spectacles with animals brought from across the empire. The 

Romans subsequently built their own amphitheatre nearby, and we were able to 

appreciate the differences in layout and construction between the two cultures.  

 

Inside the cooling shade of the vast “Ear of Dionysius” cave, tourists amused 

themselves by experimenting with its famous acoustics. The cave’s name was 

conceived by the painter Caravaggio in 1586 and refers to the tyrant Dionysius who 

according to legend used the cave as a prison for political dissidents, its acoustics 

enabling him to eavesdrop on their plans.  

The gardens within the Archaeological Park held a few birds, with Sardinian 

Warblers watched nest building and a male Blue Rock Thrush undertaking feeding 

sallies from the rocks. Wherever we went on the island, in both urban and 

countryside settings, we noted a variation in the local male sparrows – most of which 

were closely like Spanish Sparrows, but with a reduced amount of black streaking on 

the underparts.  Sometimes the black streaking below was almost absent, these 

birds then resembling Italian Sparrows! There are various theories about the true 

The ancient Greek Theatre in Syracuse dates from the 5th century BC 



taxonomic status of these birds which are sometimes assigned the name maltai, 

believed by some to be an intermediate form between Spanish and Italian Sparrows.   

Our final stop for the day was at the northern tip of the garrigue covered headland at 

Penisola Maddalena, part of which forms the south-eastern end of the natural 

harbour of Syracuse.  Here migrant birds included a few groups of ‘flava’ wagtails, 

Tree Pipits, two singing Common Nightingales, Northern Wheatears and a few Pied 

Flycatchers. Best of all though were two fine male Collared Flycatchers alongside 

three male Pied Flycatchers all of which were hugely enjoyed by the group. Several 

Zitting Cisticolas, Crested Larks and a few Eurasian Thick-knees were also noted 

and close inshore some Yellow-legged and four Audouin’s Gulls drifted over the 

azure coloured sea as did several Sandwich Terns.  

 

A fine evening meal back at our hotel was interrupted by a calling Eurasian Scops 

Owl, but only brief flight views for now. 

Monday 10 April – After breakfast at 7:30 am we were soon on our way to the 

south-eastern tip of Sicily at Capo Passero near Portopalo. This area can be 

excellent for migrating birds making initial landfall after the crossing from Africa, but 

today the wind was strong which made searching for sheltering birds very difficult. A 

pair of Eurasian Thick-knees flew around and a Woodchat Shrike and Turtle Dove 

were seen. A handful of both Scopoli’s and Yelkouan Shearwaters following 

incoming fishing boats were watched offshore, where three Arctic Skuas harried 

other birds for food. The calm waters at Portopalo harbour yielded five 

Mediterranean Gulls and great views of 25 Audouin’s Gull, some flying close by and 

others sitting on the water.  

A migrant Collared Flycatcher –here a first-summer male as 

indicated by the faded brown primaries 



Next on the day’s agenda was a guided tour of the Planeta vineyard, to the west of 

Pachino. Here we were escorted around the vineyards where we learned about the 

different grape varieties and growth strategies used to produce the best flavours. Our 

guide then explained the modern wine making processes, here based underground 

to ensure a cool and constant temperature. A fine traditional Sicilian lunch then 

followed, complemented of course with some wine tasting of several red and white 

varieties produced by Planeta. The tour had now become “tilted wine glass” not just 

by name alone!  A few bottles were then bought to take home too!   

Unfortunately the earlier windy conditions had resulted in one of the group getting 

sand in their eye, which was proving increasingly painful. Plans for the afternoon 

were quickly amended to include a visit to Syracuse hospital where the 

ophthalmology department speedily and efficiently resolved the matter. With a 

prescription obtained to ease any soreness, we re-grouped early evening at the 

Capo Murro di Porco, another famous headland for migrant birds. Here Wood 

Warbler, Willow Warbler, Whitethroats, Spotted Flycatcher, a few Pied and Collared 

Flycatchers, Whinchats, Common Redstarts, Nightingale and a Wryneck were 

logged. Two Richard’s Pipits were flushed from grass near the lighthouse, a favourite 

area for them to over-winter, but they were not seen by all. On our return to the hotel, 

a fine male Collared Flycatcher had taken up residence by reception where he 

continued to show well.  

The day concluded with another lovely meal and afterwards an ‘owl watching 

session’ in the hotel garden, where we tracked down at least three Eurasian Scops 

Owls which had started calling as darkness fell. One bird in particular gave great 

views and then later a pair were seen mating – not a sight seen by many British 

birders we would venture to say.  

 

A beautiful Eurasian Scops Owl in the hotel grounds 



Tuesday 11 April – Our base near Syracuse was ideally positioned to readily 

explore the south-east of the island and today we began with another stroll around 

the nearby Capo Murro di Porco headland. Our path weaved its way through dense 

patches of Dwarf Fan Palm which covered the raised limestone beach of the coastal 

strip. More open areas were coloured by patches of Sea Lavender, whilst swathes of 

the pretty bluish-lilac, mini iris-like flowers of Barbary Nut carpeted the ground; these 

short-lived plants having seemingly bloomed overnight. Migrants included three 

lovely Red-throated Pipits feeding in a small marshy patch, Green and Wood 

Sandpipers, as well as a handful of Pied and Collared Flycatchers plus a nice 

Wryneck.    

 

Further up the coast near Augusta, we visited the Saline di Priolo, a managed 

wetland with an excellent boardwalk out into the marsh and a hide at the end. A quite 

noisy flock of 250 Greater Flamingos dominated the scene, with many Black-winged 

Stilts in attendance. A few commoner duck and wader species helped to boost the 

trip list, though best of all were sightings of Slender-billed Gull and two male 

Ferruginous Ducks which approached very close affording memorable views. The 

sun-dappled path back to our picnic site yielded close butterflies including Cleopatra, 

Swallowtail and Brown Argus. Suitably refreshed by a superb picnic lunch, we then 

explored the Penisola Magnisi, a small offshore island joined to the mainland by a 

narrow strip of land. Information boards explained that the now largely abandoned 

island was known as Thapsos in ancient times and that archaeological work had 

shown evidence of a sophisticated Mycenaean (1600-1100 BC) culture which once 

thrived here. Our walk over the arid terrain produced Hoopoe, Eurasian Thick-knee, 

seven Greater Short-toed Larks and eight Tree Pipits. A mixed flock of 18 ‘flava’ 

Barbary Nut – carpeting the ground in coastal areas 



wagtails afforded nice views and included at least one male feldegg (Black-headed 

Wagtail). A few Common Swifts moved overhead, offering comparison with at least 

one Pallid Swift also present.  

Making our way back towards Syracuse, we called in to pay our respects at the 

immaculately tended Commonwealth War Grave on the outskirts of the city. We 

walked rather solemnly amongst the headstones which represented soldiers from 

many nationalities that had paid the ultimate sacrifice during the major Second World 

War campaign in Sicily.  

For our final evening we had arranged an English speaking guided tour of Ortygia, 

the ancient part of Syracuse, complete with its wonderful narrow streets and 

Baroque architecture.  Our guide gave a very thorough and interesting account of the 

history of Ortygia, both ancient and modern. Points of interest included the Temple of 

Apollo, the old Jewish Quarter and the beautiful cathedral commemorating Saint 

Lucy with its elaborate white stone work which mellowed as the evening sun sank 

lower in the sky.  

 

As we walked around, we came across a fountain hosting Papyrus, Sicily being the 

only place in Europe where this African plant grows naturally. Hundreds of Common 

Swifts swirled around the streets and our last migrant bird was a Wood Warbler 

flitting around in the floodlit Papyrus fountain display. A fine evening meal at one of 

The Baroque splendour of Ortygia 



Ortygia’s habour side restaurants then followed as we rounded off the day and our 

first “Tilted Wine Glass” tour in style. As we headed back towards the hotel, the 

statue of Archimedes stood proudly over the canal entrance to Ortygia, 

commemorating the life of the great Greek mathematician, inventor and astronomer 

who was born and lived here 287-212 BC. 

Wednesday 12 April – this was our final morning but there was still time for a few 

pictures around the very pleasant hotel gardens, before we bade farewell to our 

hosts and made the drive to Catania airport about an hour away.  

The short five night tour had amply fulfilled all its objectives, with some great birds 

seen, amongst quite splendid mountain and coastal scenery, as well as including 

some of the amazing cultural aspects that Sicily has to offer.  

A big thank you to the entire group for making the trip so enjoyable. 
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